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Editorial

than sitting alone in a sterilised oxygen tent, with your front door locked
and bolted, seems to be out of the question for the foreseeable future.
LOCAL CAFÉ RECOMMENDATIONS
Another café to add to the list, ready for when they are allowed to open
again, as recommended by Ellis:
•

Ambiance Café – Riverside Park, St Neots, PE19 7SA

VMCC HQ library news
[HQ have requested that the following information be passed on]
The Club’s Library is still very much alive and active under the capable
management of Roz Williamson, but service on anything like the same
basis as in the old normal is not going to be possible for some months.
Because social distancing is not realistically possible within the limited
space available, the Library has been closed to readers visiting in person
since March, and this is likely to remain the case until social distancing
becomes significantly less necessary.

…and the Editor & all the Staff (ahem!) of the Beds VMCC News also
wish all readers (and your families) a happy Xmas and, in our case,
because there won’t be another issue before then, a happy New Year.
This newsletter should reach you on Christmas Eve but, looking back to
early copies of “The Motor Cycle”, it didn’t bother them to publish on
Christmas Day itself – that was certainly the case in 1907, 1913 & 1919.
I can’t imagine that happening now with Motor Cycle News.
It’s seems hard to believe that the year started normally, with club
nights, midweek lunches and the popular Shuttleworth breakfast meets
– only to be shot down in flames in March. Not only did we lose those
club events but all the shows, runs and rallies that normally fill our
motorcycling calendars; it’s been a tough year. But I don’t want to turn
this into a lament – with the vaccine on the horizon I’d like to think that
there is light at the end of the proverbial tunnel.
Here we are at a quarter century – issue 25, would you believe it? This
would not have been possible without all the wonderful articles, tales
and pictures from our brilliant contributors. Even if you live over the
border in Cambs or Northants, you are now effectively going to be under
house arrest – so why not put that time to good use and dig out some old
pictures, put some memories into words or tell us about what you’re up
to in the shed whilst this is all going on? I hope I’m not sounding too
much like a broken record with this plea, week after week, but I know
we have an eager and enthusiastic readership – well, no-one’s asked to
come off the distribution list!

The Enquiries and Research services provided by the Library, including
assistance with DVLA registrations, is facing a very substantial backlog
of work. There are several reasons for this. The Library was closed
completely for the entire period of lockdown, but people continued to
send in enquiries and requests for registration support: when the staff
returned from furlough, they faced an immediate four-month backlog.
Beyond this, there have been some staff changes, partly as a result of
the summer’s restructure within Allen House: It takes time for people to
become familiar with new roles, and the staff changes have identified a
need for some system changes. There has also been some staff sickness.
Social distancing limits the number of volunteers who can be in at a time
and the amount of work done is thus reduced, which is not good news
at a time when the services we offer have almost never been in such
demand. Oh, to be wanted and popular!
For members who have submitted enquiries or registration support
requests since March, please bear with us whilst we catch up. We
haven’t forgotten you and we are working through things as fast as we
can, but it is going to take a while. If you wish to check that your enquiry
has been received, please email us (library@vmcc.net): we will check
our log and respond by email, but please don’t phone for this or to try
and chase up progress - the person that answers the phone will not be
able to give you any more information than is set out here, and the more
time we spend on the phone the less we have for the work itself. If 32
VMCC Bulletin December 2020 there are special circumstances which
you believe mean you should be given preferential treatment, you
should email me at chair@vmcc.net, making your case. If you have paid
for something, don’t want to wait and would like your money back,
please let us know by email and we’ll arrange this. We are not accepting
any new registration support requests for now, but are happy to put you
on the waiting list if you want – we’ll then contact you when your turn
comes round. You can still submit enquiries and research requests, but
please recognise it will be a while before we get back to you. As things
stand in mid-December, around two-thirds of the backlog has been
cleared. Normal service, as they say, will resume as soon as possible,
and updates will be given here and at https://vmcc.net/Library.

Special thanks this issue go to Don, Ellis, Jesse, Martin, Nige, Richard
and Will. I hope you enjoy it as much as I did putting it together.

Section news and events, etc.
MIDWEEK DAYTIME RUNS/CLUB EVENTS
I’m afraid that the new Tier 4 restrictions mean that anything much more

“So where exactly does Tier 2 end and Tier 4 start?”
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The page 3 girl

A short wait while the other seven pairs run - so that’s how you do it!
A few rides later, some instruction, and several demo starts and flying
laps by Russ (the owner and one of the instructors). We do some starts
and then some starts & laps, then, with the light fading, it’s time to stop.
Get changed, group talk just to make sure we were all happy with the
day and then a buffet meal, all included, as well as drinks,
bananas, chocolate between rides - everything included.
Conclusion: great day, brilliantly organised, when can I do it again?
PS. I can confirm ring flutter starts before valve float!
Best Christmas time present ever, try it.

A Winter ride
BRYAN MARSH

A new speedway star?
MARTIN BROOKMAN
A couple of years ago, for my birthday, I was given a speedway
experience day voucher. A broken leg last year, and Covid this year,
made it look unlikely. “Speedway Ride & Slide Days", at Stevenage,
had run one event at the beginning of the year, then lost most of their
program owing to Covid restrictions, but were hopeful of running at Rye
House on the 14th November, the last event there before re-development.
Unfortunately, this couldn’t go ahead, but they managed to organise
Beaumont stadium at Leicester (home of the Leicester Lions) for the 5th
December. I managed to get booked in, and off I went early that
Saturday.
Arrived - not knowing what to expect! Met everyone and was given my
riding gear - everything supplied, and it all fitted which, at 6ft 4in and
16½ stone, was quite a surprise! The group consisted of 16 people - they
usually cater for about 20. Only myself and a 22year-old hadn’t ridden
speedway before! I expected, at 72, to be treated as an old boy, but none
of it. Everyone was treated the same - just one of the boys.

Safety/riding instructions were given and a track walk completed (that
air fence looks like a good idea!). New boys first, helmet on, bikes
running methanol and “R”, and just a faint whiff of A & E in the air what could possibly go wrong?
Set off half a lap apart - those 4 laps went quickly! First impressions:
These things are tiny, maybe that’s why most riders are smallish.

It was always going to be a gamble attempting a midweek run in
December – did anyone else share my passion for all-season riding? The
answer was a clear “yes” when a group of five emerged from the mist
and fog to join in – no surprise that it was five of the “usual suspects”
who have faithfully supported our runs throughout lockdown – Don,
Eddie, Gerald, Gerry and Will. The original date had to be postponed
because of a back problem I suffer every now-and-again. Fortuitous, as
it turned out, because the scheduled morning was just about the coldest
this winter so far – barely above freezing.
We rearranged for last Thursday (17th) and, boy, were we lucky with
that. The day before was very wet, but mild, so any residual road salt
had been well and truly rinsed away. Thursday itself turned out to be a
glorious day – dry and mild – so much so that I added an extra six miles
to the planned route to make the most of it. The only disadvantage was
the predominantly blue, cloudless sky – great normally but, with the low
sun this time of year, a few clouds would have been appreciated.
Meeting up in Sharpenhoe village we started off up the infamous
Sharpenhoe Hill, retracing the tracks of those 1906/7 speedsters, straight
into that troublesome low sun. Up to Streatley, across the A6 towards
Telegraph Hill, and thankfully away from the sun, then down in Hexton
and across to Higham Gobian. Back to the A6 at the north end of Bartonle-Clay, waving as we passed Mick Curry, who just happened to be
outside his house as we passed. Pulloxhill, Flitwick Moor, Maulden and
across the A6, yet again, between the West and Church Ends of Haynes.
Towards Old Warden but turning left up to pass the massive airship
sheds at Cardington, on to Cople, then back through Northill and
Ickwell, passing the closed gates at Shuttleworth, and on to the
previously Covid-risk-assessed Jordan’s Mill at Holme. There we were
able to “take tea” and enjoy the company whilst sitting outside, suitably
spaced of course, in the fresh air of a beautiful winter’s day.

The Famous Five in the car park at Jordan’s Mill.

The added bonus came when, only a week later, the opportunity of a
ride, purely for pleasure, and a rule-of-six social gathering was cruelly
stolen away from us as we bounced from the acceptable tier 2, briefly
through the tolerable tier 3, into the draconian restrictions of tier 4. We
were planning a run for early in the new year but no that will have to
wait, making us all the more grateful for the opportunity we’d seized.
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The way we were
RICHARD CHAMBERS
Pictures from an Arthur King Memorial Run – no captions needed.

to spoil by riding it; after all, it’s only new once. As it was, it fetched
£10,120 (inc. premium). I did, however, put a bid on the lovely Triumph
Tigress scooter (should I admit that?) but was outbid when it went for
£5175 (inc. premium). Amongst the Barry Sheene and Percy Tait
memorabilia there was a nice set of pre-WW I motorcycle medals won
by Billy Newsome – a Triumph factory rider. I’m pleased to say they
now belong to me. Look out for the full story of the medals sometime.
The other prices (including premium):
• “new” 1979 T140E Bonneville - £5750
• Les Williams Triumph “Legend” – £15,250
• Immaculate 1951 Triumph 6T Thunderbird - £17,250!
• 1955 Motom “Corsa” racer – £2530
• 1933 Triumph 148cc Model XO project – £2070
• 1952 Triumph TR5 Trophy, with dualseat – £6900 (cheap?)
• 1914 Clément 4Hhp Autocyclette Grand Tourisme – £9200
• Highly original 1931 Triumph 277cc WS - £4025
By the way, I over-stated the number of bikes for sale – it was more like
250 than 500. The catalogue confused me as the bikes started at Lot 201
and ended at Lot 708, but there were no Lots 253-500. There’s probably
some logic there somewhere.

The “Split” link, reinterpreted
BRYAN MARSH

A grand day out – follow up
BRYAN MARSH
In the last issue I wrote of the machines that had caught my eye at the
Bonhams Winter Sale. I thought it might be interesting to relate the
prices they fetched on the day. I had wanted to bid on the “new” 1957
Triumph TRW but with a minimum estimate of £8000 (£9440 once the
premium is added) I couldn’t justify that for something I wouldn’t want

From the 6000-mile old Renold primary chain on my 1939 Speed Twin
– luckily, discovered in time.
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Norman Sharpe saw the funny
side of Christmas in 1958

Ixion’s 1922 Christmas Greeting
Hearty good wishes for a merry Christmas to all my readers, critical,
appreciative, and bored stiff. May a pale British sun (December model)
camouflage the extreme cold of the afternoon as they manfully take the
road after far too much dinner, and help them to pretend that they are
enjoying themselves. For myself, I have chopped a huge limb off the
ancestral holly in the back yard of Benzole Villa. 1 have filtered half a
pint of aviation wherewith to illuminate the pudding. I have locked up
the garage, lost the key, and disconnected the telephone in case the
editor should suddenly require my services (which is his abominable
habit on public festivals). All the motor cycling I shall do on Christmas
Day is to open parcels. I circulated my list of wants round my relatives
and acquaintances in good time, and I sincerely hope that my place at
the dinner table will be fortified with a great sangar of parcels. Lots of
new gadgets. Large cheque from pa-in-law (I sent him a box of Coronas
in very good time). Etc., etc., etc. But the open road? Archibald,
certainly not!
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The Lucas Rally, 2011
DON MCKEAND
In 2011 my friend Gordon Gambrell and I decided to undertake a
motorcycle ride to the North Cape of Norway. We had been talking
about this off and on for years, but decided that the time had come to do
it before we got too decrepit. Mounted on Hinckley Bonnevilles, we
took a leisurely route from the ferry port at Esbjerg through Denmark,
Sweden and Finland to get to the North Cape. Part of the plan was to try
to get to the Lucas Rally held in southern Norway on our return route.
The rally is organised by a Norwegian classic motorcycle club and is for
British motorcycles. We had contacted Hans Christian Brekke, the
organiser, before we left and he was happy for latter day Triumphs to
be included and could find us indoor accommodation as we were not
carrying any camping gear other than sleeping bags.
We got to Evje, a nearby town, without any problem. We had verbal
instructions how to get to the rally site, but these involved traversing
unclassified forest roads in the middle of nowhere. After a few wrong
turnings we eventually got there. The site was originally built by the
Germans during the wartime occupation of Norway, subsequently used
by the Norwegian army, and now is a centre for restorers of military
vehicles. A number of wooden huts, some possibly dating back to the
1940s, were grouped in a square and included a large dining hall. Most
rallyists were camping, but we were allocated a room in one of the huts.
We were among the first arrivals and I nearly put my foot in it when
chatting to the owner of a Tribsa who introduced himself by saying
“Hello, I am Odd”. I was just about to make an observation that most
motorcyclists are a bit strange when I realised that this was indeed his
name.

Panther 1932 – ridden for 3 days to the rally from the north of Norway

Ariel Red Hunter 500 – ridden from Sweden

Hans Christian is a Norton enthusiast and had brought three of his
Commando based bikes (he has more at home) but there was a good
spread of makes, mainly post-war Triumph, BSA, Norton, Panther and
Ariel, but only one (Indian made) Royal Enfield. The riders were mostly
Norwegian, but there were a number of Danish and Swedish riders as
well as they are relatively close to southern Norway, but the most
impressive was a rider from the north of Norway on a pre-war Panther
who had ridden three days to get there.

Commandos owned by organiser Hans Christian Brekke

BSA BM33 – ex-Dutch Army

Ariel Square 4
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use of members as well a bar, club room and café, complete with a prewar Ariel as a wall decoration. The ride finished at a museum about the
local geology which was much more interesting than you might
suppose.

Norton International – one of two Featherbed Internationals at the rally

Inside the Roadrunners club workshop

Ariel VG500 – owned by Jan Helge Nesbo

The rally fee covered accommodation and food for the weekend (lots of
it) – which was just as well as eating out in Norway is phenomenally
expensive. There were rally games, one of which was riding a locally
built Tempo moped around a gymkhana course which I did
spectacularly badly, and Kim’s Game where I managed to memorise a
tray full of motorcycle parts rather better. The local Triumph agent also
brought some of his Hinckley-made wares and was offering test rides to
potential customers – in other words, not us.

Ariel on wall in Roadrunners clubhouse

The following day the riders dispersed. Hans Christian had kindly
offered to put us up for the night at his home at Grimstad on the shores
of the Oslo fjord so that we were well placed to get the ferry to Denmark
the next day.
I had hoped subsequently to take a riding group from the UK to this
rally, but the ferry from Harwich to Esbjerg no longer operates, and
there are now no ferries from the UK to Scandinavia which will take
private vehicles. Sadly, the alternative of a long ride or drive from the
Netherlands all the way up through Germany and Denmark means it is
not really a practical proposition nowadays.

Tempo Sachs moped – a poisonous little machine used for rally games

On the second day there was a ride out in a very large procession. A
refreshment stop was made at the local Roadrunners Clubhouse. If you
were in any doubt about the affluence of modern Norway, this would
dispel any such doubts. There was a huge, immaculate workshop area
complete with tools, workbenches, bike lifts and winter storage for the
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cats, nasty killing things, obviously not a cat lover.
Being somewhat later home than usual, I recounted my stop to my
mother. She said she knew who the man was and told me his story. The
accent was because he was Polish and had come to England to fight
Nazis at the start of the war. He had joined the RAF and had flown
bombers. After the war like a lot of others he was repatriated to Poland
where he had some success riding bikes. He'd ridden as part of the Polish
team in a trial in Germany and after the event ended he kept on riding.
He rode through Europe and managed to get himself and the bike across
the Channel and into England again. He married and both he and his
wife played bowls which is where my mother had come across him. His
wife died a couple of years ago and he had moved into the home shortly
afterwards. He'd sold the bike to a workmate just after he'd got married
to finance his new life.
A few days later my mother said that she'd just heard that he'd died a
few days before and that I must have been one of the last people to see
him.

Not quite the traditional
Christmas ghost story
WILL CURRY
Not quite the traditional Christmas ghost story [the “weeklies” always
seemed to have one in their Christmas issue – see page 12] - it's a
summer's tale and there isn't even a ghost as such.
I was working in a local factory for the summer, something I'd done for
a couple of years. The journey took me past an old peoples' home, a
Victorian Gothic horror situated at a well-appointed T junction - bus
stop, street light and phone box, all now long gone - in the middle of a
Chilterns beachwood. I'd started using a bike I'd inherited from my
uncle. He'd had it for many years and it had become something of a joke.
It had been the test-bench for many an ingenious repair but it still started
and ran. It was the bike you used when nothing else would start and the
buses weren't running. Somewhere in its past it had been rather special.
It had a wide-ratio gearbox, 21" front wheel, odd mudguards and
footrests and a remarkably good magneto. I'd tidied it up a bit and made
sure that it wasn't about to self-destruct. At this time of the year the
bobby-dodger lights weren't a problem.
It was quite happy on the ride to work but coming home it did not like
turning left at the T junction. It misfired, popped and spluttered as
though it was toolbox time but it kept going and, once round the bend,
it settled down again and I got home. On the Friday I noticed an old man
sitting on one of the benches outside the front of the home. He waved
and rather unexpectedly made a thumbs-up sign.
The bike behaved itself for the next week but on the following Tuesday
it stopped completely. There was petrol pouring out of the carburettor
tickler and no compression at all. I was pretty sure there wouldn't be a
spark either. It had that air of finality about it that suggested the 'phone
box was soon going to feature in my life. The old man appeared and
walked over. Speaking with just the slightest accent he told me he had
one of these once and had won a medal with it in Germany when he was
younger. He said that I should try tapping the side of the monobloc hard
as this might free the float and was a lot less effort than taking the side
off. I did and when I turned the petrol on again it behaved itself. That
just left the lack of compression. His advice this time was to check the
route of the valve lifter cable. Sure enough, the cable had dropped and
become snagged on the steering stop so that the left turn had pulled the
cable outer away from its abutment and effectively lifted the exhaust
valve. A quick poke with the screwdriver and compression was restored.
It started as I turned it over on the kickstart to test the compression. He
commented that they were like pet dogs - look after them and there was
nothing more willing and they would never forget you either, not like
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Keeping it in the family
THE SHUTTLEWORTH SPRINT 2019
JESSE BILLINGTON [GRANDSON OF ELLIS]
[this article first appeared in Dec 2020 issue of “Yowl”, the Scott
Owner’s Club Journal]
October 2020, at the time of writing at least, has turned out to be a bit
of a washout in all regards. Trying to get any event off the ground has
proven tricky with ever-changing regulations on how many people can
attend, where they can stand and if you’ve got enough bottles of hand
sanitiser. Toss ‘Strom Alex’ into the mix and any outdoor event soon
becomes trickier still, especially when you’re trying to send a gathering
of nonagenarian motorcycles and cars up a grass landing strip at high
speed. That was the issue which the organisers at Shuttleworth ran into
this year when trying to hold their Shuttleworth Sprint event.

THE MOTOR CYCLIST

The Shuttleworth Sprint is an annual event that is open to any cars and
motorcycles manufactured before 1939 and sees entrants race along the
grass runway at the Shuttleworth Airfield. Although not timed, and noncompetitive, it is a brilliant chance to see what performance your truly
classic machines still possess and to revel in the thrill of it all. I was
fortunate enough to not only attend but to run last year in a 1929/30
Riley Gamecock, but the reason I’m writing this for Yowl is that two
further generations of my family also ran in the event on Scotts. Both
my father and my grandfather rode, on a 1929 Scott Squirrel and a 1925
Scott Squirrel respectively. Three generations of the family, going hell
for leather up the landing strip, the air heavy with the smell of grease,
hot oil and half-burnt fuel. The sound of clattering pistons and whirring
chains all around. Beautiful. Conversing with other entrants about their
machines, remember when you could do that freely? Milling around the
paddock, admiring, questioning, enjoying. An air display from various
1945 and earlier craft took to the skies accompanied with the standard
‘oohs’ and ‘ahhs’ that only an aircraft display can elicit from grown
adults.

MOHUN ASHFODBY TRENCHARD
Over the hills, through the valleys, like a soul from its prison freed,
With my hand on the checking levers, I am dreaming the dream of
speed.
Low down near the road fast flying, I crouch in the teeth of the gale.
Like a cloud on the west wind lying, like the breath of the storm I sail.
And above me race the heavens, beside me booms the sea.
And away, and away, to the end of the day, shall my gallant courser flee.
The cloud that I raise behind me, is dense as the simoon's breath.
And the spirit that rides beside me wears the shrouding robes of death!
There is threat of death in my thunder to those who should bar the way;
To the lovers that loiter at even, to the children that linger at play,
To the tramp, to the dreamer, the sluggard, the maimed and the halt and
the blind,
There is no room for these on the highway, where I pass with the speed
of the wind.
With a rush and a roar and a rattle, with a din as of demons at play.
With a roar as of guns set for battle I pass with a scream on my way.
Hoot! toot! a policeman has seen me, the slave of a tyrannous force!
Do you think he can read my soiled numbers mid the hurricane speed of
my course?
Do you think he can hinder or check me, such a slave domineer over
me,
Who am master and lord of the highway, who hold it in fee.
By the absolute right of Dominion, by the Lightning I use at my need,
By the Lordship of Panic and Wonder, by the terror of Speed.
A touch of the throttle lever, when the last swift mile to run.
And I sink into rest and to silence to dream of the day that is done.
In a soft cosy bed in some hostel I repose from the joys of the fray.
And am ready for riding and rapture with the dawn of the coming day.
[first published in The Motor Cycle, December 22nd 1910]

Ian Billington on a 1929 Scott, with Judy Westacott close behind
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The sprint event itself was fantastic, the cars went first, and I set off
bouncing up the runway in the Riley, trying not to bodge each and every
shift on the non-synchro gearbox. I don’t know how fast I was going but
that wasn’t the point. Each of my three charges up the track was a joy.
Each time launching the car harder, shifting later and praying for it to
just go on. Then after the cars came the motorcycles. I stuck the car back
in the paddock, grabbed my camera and dashed to the fencing to capture
some shots of Dad (Ian) and Grandad (Ellis) on their runs. There’s
something deeply satisfying about father-son activities even if they are
54 and 86. Scotts, bringing families together in a plume of blue twostroke smoke.

when you set off. Further, in imagination, ''start her up," let in the clutch
and away in the smiling morn - perhaps only to return a few minutes
later to make sure that the cat has not been locked in the house, or that
the pantry window has been fastened.

Sadly, the 2020 event was cancelled due to the dire conditions left
behind after Storm Alex. A waterlogged runway and ageing riders on
even older motorcycles don’t make a sensible combination. Hopefully,
2021 will see a better fate for the event and maybe by then I’ll have a
few more notches on my bike licence and will be able to ride a Scott
myself alongside my father and grandfather. Or at least give 2019’s
winner a=in show a run for her money on a flying squirrel – and boy
was she flying up the course! But that’s 2021’s challenge, if Grandad
will let me…
[perusing the rest of the magazine that Ellis lent me I noticed it had been
running, unbroken, for sixty-two years and 372 magazines – and I
thought we were doing well at 25!]

Imagine it all, you who stay at home, and you must envy the man who
has to take to the open road at Christmas. [not sure how true that is now]

The whole world is animated by a universal good will. There are smiles
on the face of everyone - and across the glistening village streets,
stranger hails stranger with "a Merry Christmas." You may call at a
familiar half-way house, just to give mine host and hostess "the
compliments of the season," then off again. There's a blazing fire, and a
hearty welcome awaiting at the journey's end.

The open road at Christmas
Pleasures awheel during the christmas holidays
ANONYMOUS – THE MOTOR CYCLE, DEC 23RD 1920
Any motor cyclist who has used his machine at Christmas time must
retain memories of the road that are distinct from all others, however
pleasurable they may be.

Will’s not feeling festive

A Christmas card
WILL CURRY

There are hundreds of motor cvclists who have competed in the run from
London to Exeter, in fact the enthusiast considers that the motor cyclist's
education is not complete until he has taken part in this classic event.
There are also other Christmas events of this nature, and those who have
participated in them naturally draw upon their experiences when the
question of Christmas rides is discussed.
It is not, however, such rides as these that inspire the title of these notes,
as the writer's experiences in a London-Exeter were neither in keeping
with the season nor worthy of retention as pleasant memories.
On Christmas Duty
The Yuletide experiences of the average motor cyclist are totally
different from those of the competition rider. His rides generally have a
definite object, although sometimes when the sun gives a sparkle to the
frost he may forsake his fireside for a run into the country merely for
the sake of the ride. More usually, the Christmas rides are made awheel
in lieu of trains, trams, or " Shanks's pony." Sometimes it is an exile,
who uses his machine to get to the home of his people.
What owner of a sidecar cannot find employment for his outfit during
the Christmas holidays? The turkey, the cakes, the case of wine which
harassed shopkeepers have forgotten to send are quickly rounded up.
The holly, and with great luck, the mistletoe also, can be fetched from
off the commons to become something associated with the country
instead of with the florists' shops.
Families are often scattered, and Christmas is regarded as a suitable time
for an annual reunion at the " old home." Those of the clan who possess
motor cycles almost inevitably use them for the journey, which, under
favourable weather conditions, is by no means the least enjoyable
feature of the holiday. Given a snow-bound road and a kindly sun, the
greatest lover of the fireside wonders why winter riding is not more
general.
A Trip in Imagination.
Imagine the journey on a sunny Christmas morning when the loads are
hard with frost. Imagine the loading of the sidecar with human freight
and the locker filled with the inevitable parcels with which we burden
ourselves at Christmastide. Imagine the good wishes of your neighbours

The genesis of this was at a management training course I had to attend
while I worked for Xerox. They loved them. I didn't. I had work to do
and these got in the way. My boss who I got on well with and who
shielded me as much as he could from these tribulations said that there
was no choice. Worse still, this was a multi-disciplinary event - I was
with five strangers, two of whom were enthusiastic about the event. I
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didn't say anything, despite numerous attempts to 'bring me in'. I knew
well that things always took a lot longer if I started talking. Eventually
I 'lost it'. To paraphrase that well-known saying: "what can't be helped
must be enjoyed". I suggested the Christmas card as a suitable project
to practise our new-found skills upon. I was somewhat surprised to have
support from two others, neither enthusiasts. We had a great time that
afternoon although this wasn't shared by the others or the trainers. Word
travels fast in this type of environment. My boss made sure I kept my
job on condition I wrote up the events of the afternoon and it's from this
write-up that the tale grew.

fridge had thawed.

Anyway, the tale . . .

A STUDY IN PROGRESS

After so many years of commercial pressure it was inevitable that I
would succumb and actually try to make a Christmas card.

One consequence of this was that the card had become too soggy to
staple the feathers to. Another consequence was that the colourful felttip written motto had run and smudged into an unreadable blur.
Christmas should be a time for memories and I remember I never was a
great fan of Christmas.

Wheels & Squeals
ALFRED LEETE (PUBLISHED IN 1919)

I mean, how hard could it possibly be?
Well . . .
Firstly there needs to be a specification and then a process by which the
specification can be achieved.
So - the QCD (Quality, Cost, Delivery)
Quality: Handmade, Cost: Minimal, Delivery: This afternoon.
The process thus becomes three steps:
1 - Design
2 - Procurement
3 - Construction
So far, so good.
The design was easy enough - a cheerful Christmas motto in colour, a
Christmas robin and some Christmas snow.
It was during the procurement phase that problems began to emerge.
The cheerful Christmas motto caused the first. "Happy Christmas" is
fair enough but perhaps rather short and left rather more space than was
necessary for even quite a large robin and an avalanche of snow.
Extending it into the new year was the obvious solution but even here
there were issues. While "Happy Christmas" is fine "Happy Christmas
and a merry New Year" seemed somehow backwards. There is always
a silver lining and, with the abandoned motto trimmed off, the card was
a more compact size. This success had, naturally, its own challenge. The
spelling checker wouldn't accept 'prosperus', I couldn't find it in the
dictionary and the best google could offer was 'precipitous, prosthetic
or prostitute' and none of these seemed quite appropriate. Anyway the
space available for the robin and the snow would be much restricted.
The budget was blown with another piece of card and the motto "Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year" duly inscribed with felt-tip pens.
Compared to the problems with the robin the motto was trivial.
I found out that robins by-and-large are insectivores and not seed-eaters.
I only had wild birdseed and I couldn't find the spade to dig for worms
and I know exactly what arachnophobic means.
I was going to have to compromise at this point or blow the delivery
phase into the middle of next week. The choice seemed to be sparrow,
blue tit or starling, the latter being probably a bit too large. Blue tits are
even more agile than sparrows, so sparrow it was.
The sparrow would not cooperate. In the end I settled for a few feathers
and put some iodine on the scratches and pecks.
While the above farce was playing itself out the flaw with the snow
became apparent. My wife suffers from the cold so the house is usually
quite cosy. In this environment the snow scraped from the icebox of the
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that never came. He didn’t disturb “The Winged Lady.” He’d lift the
cover sorrowfully now and then, and flick off the cobwebs and patches
of rust.
Well, the tyres perished, and damp and mould left their marks. Prykey
got older, too, and his sight wasn’t so good. But every year, as regular
as clockwork about the beginning of December, he’d out with his
cleaning rags and do what he could to the old model. “I’ve got to have
her ready,” he’d say. “I promised him I would. And he’ll be home for
Christmas.” Christmases came and Christmases went, and his story was
always the same.
“He got here on Christmas morning,” he’d tell us. “In his uniform. Tired
he was and a bit pale. We went out to the barn together and there was
that motorbike, all brightly polished, just like he’d left her. ‘Thanks,
Dad,’ he said. ‘I knew you wouldn’t let me down’.”
That was what made George laugh. “Common sense!” he said
brusquely. “Stands to reason a bike can’t stand in a damp barn for 42
years and still look like new. The old man’s crazy.”
“There are other things in this world besides common sense, George,” I
said quietly. “Particularly on Christmas Eve. Ever heard of the
supernatural?”
“Come off it,” George giggled, “You’ll be telling me next that you
believe the tale.”
“Perhaps we do,” I replied. “And perhaps we don’t. But at any rate we
never laugh. Pryke’s as sane a man as you are. Yet the fact remains that
every year he swears Dick comes home to ‘The Winged Lady’.”

The Winged Lady
M E ADAMS – MOTOR CYCLING, DEC 26TH 1957
George was a Londoner really, and I never did find out why it was he
came to live in our village. However, come he did, and for the best part
of two years he settled comfortable enough in a little thatched cottage,
which belonged to Farmer Pryke. He was a friendly character – bighearted, one would have said – and we all liked him in spite of his
somewhat brash ways. Yes, evening after evening he’d be there at the
“Plough,” spending more than his share and having us all rocking with
laughter.
But he was a stranger for all that. There were somethings he definitely
could not understand, and when he did not understand he’d jeer. I don’t
think he knew he was doing it. It was more his manner than what he
actually said. So when, a few weeks before Christmas, he came into the
bar grinning from ear to ear and making scoffing remarks about Farmer
Pryke, we weren’t surprised. Of course, we’d known the story all our
lives. We felt sorry for the poor old man and, if we ever had any doubts
about it, we’d never let him know.

At that he laughed more than ever, and in the end nothing would satisfy
him but that we should steal over to the barn on Christmas Eve, hide
somewhere in the shadows and keep vigil until dawn. He called for me
at midnight and we made our way over the moonlit fields, watching our
breath forming circles on the freezing air. We crept stealthily under
shelter and crouched down on some straw bales lying near the wall. It
was pretty gloomy and for a little while we couldn’t see much. A church
bell was tolling eerily somewhere in the distance. In the barn it was as
cold and still as death.
“She’s over there,” George whispered huskily at length. “I can see the
shape of her.”
As he spoke, moonlight flickered in at the door and for an instant we
saw “The Winged Lady” clearly. It shone on her nickel plating and
bright enamel. Her tyres were hard and new. George trembled and made
as if he would move towards her. I held him back. “Don’t,” I said. “It’s
the truth, by God. She’s ready for the road.”

The gist of the matter was the farmer’s only son, Dick, who had been a
youngster in 1914 when World War I broke out. He’d volunteered
straight away, and been gay and cheerful about it, confident everything
would be over by Christmas. The one thing that did grieve him, though,
was leaving his motorbike behind. He was uncommonly fond of that
machine, a Norton it was, and he polished it until it shone like new. Then
he parked it in the barn and wrapped a cover over it. “Look after her,
Dad,” he said. “I’ll be home for Christmas. I want to see her waiting for
me, looking just like this.”
If that bike had been his girl friend, he couldn’t have made more fuss of
it. “She,” he always said, respectfully, and he’d christened it, too, “The
Winged Lady.” But he never did come home. He was somewhere in
France when Christmas dawned, and soon afterwards his letters
stopped; “Missing, presumed killed,” the telegram said. It fair broke old
Pryke’s heart. Inside him, I think he always cherished a hope that Dick
would come back one day and, although the years crept silently by, he’d
still peer up the lane when he thought nobody was watching, looking for
his boy, or he’s listen with his hand cupped to his ear for the footsteps

His hand went to his pocket and he flashed on his torch. From stem to
stern he trained it on her, and she was perfect. I don’t know what
happened to George after that. He seemed to sag at the knees, and his
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torch went out. I thought he’d fainted but I was wrong. He was
grovelling about in the dark – praying I think – and muttering something
about believing and helping his unbelief. Then quite suddenly he shot
out of the barn quicker then greased lightning. He didn’t stop running
until he reached home. I heard his door slam, and guessed he’d jumped
straight into bed. Terrified, he was, and no mistake about it.
*
*
*
George left us soon afterwards. Went back to London. I believe. He
never found out the truth about “The Winged Lady” and he never will.
He peeped sheepishly in the barn on Christmas morning, but there was
no trace of the bike and no tracks in the freshly fallen snow. I’m glad he
didn’t think to call at my garage. Because that’s where “The Winged
Lady” rests now!
Farmer Pryke gave her to me early in the year. I’d been wanting her for
a long time. I’m a patient man, and a bit of an artist in my way. I spent
months on the refurbishment. They tell me I’ve made a pretty fair job of
her, too. I’ll be running her down to Brighton in the spring, along with
her companions of yesteryear. And I like to think that somewhere along
the route a young soldier, dressed in the uniform of the First World War,
will be standing, smiling, watching her pass…

[Took me a few moments to “get” this one]

ACCIDENT - On Wednesday last Mr Mark Young, of Rectory Farm
[Sandy], met with a rather bad accident. It seems that he had recently
been the recipient of a New Motor Bicycle and was about to test it. The
machine was standing in the yard adjoining the house. He switched on
the starting power and holding the handles ran by the side of the
machine. Finding that the speed was becoming too great he was about
to manipulate the valve to check the speed when he stepped on some
loose stones which caused him and the machine to lurch over sideways
and almost before he knew where was he ran against the gate at the end
of the yard, which was standing open. He was thrown down with the
machine on top of him. At first it was feared that the left collar bone was
broken but after careful examination it was found that no bones were
actually broken, but the left shoulder and side are very badly bruised
and the right arm lacerated. Mr Young was unable for several days to
attend to his business in the usual way, but under Dr Coate’s treatment
he has progressed favourably.
[Biggleswade Chronicle - Friday 03 July 1908]
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